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The University of Florida proposes a third phase of is Andrew W. Mellon Foundation 
funded Caribbean Newspaper Imaging Project, originally granted as a scholarly 
technology project by Richard Ekman, the Foundation’s former director.  Phase III 
will establish the collection as a viable, Internet accessible service based on an 
economic model similar to that of JSTOR, using Olive Software.  The projected 
funding request for this two-year project is $500,000 from the Foundation with a 
minimum of approximately $50,000 contributed as overhead by to the project by the 
University and its partners. 
 
COLLECTIONS 
 
Phase III expands the number and run of available titles; making the sum 
economically viable as a collection.  Previously imaged titles, the Diario de la Marina 
and Le Nouvelliste, will be repurposed for use with Olive Software.  And, the 
available run of the titles will be expanded.  New titles such as the Le Matin (Port-au-
Prince, Haiti), Trinidad Guardian (Port of Spain, Trinidad), and Nassau Guardian and 
Nassau Tribune (Nassau, Bahamas) will be added to extend the collection’s 
geographic representation.  Priority for conversion will be given to periods of 
significance in the life of the country of origin or in coverage of regional issues such 
as independence and economic development.  Other titles will be added over time, 
as the economic model and other funding generate the fiscal resources to expand. 
 
TECHNOLOGY 
 
Phases I and II investigated the economics of digitization, indexing, and optical 
character recognition (OCR), as well as for distribution of a product on CD-ROM.  
These phases developed efficient, low-cost digitization methods but reported high 
indexing costs.  And, OCR with then available technologies was an inadequate and 
inaccurate substitute for indexing.  By the end of the Phase II project, Internet 
distribution was in greater demand the CD-ROM product sought when Phase I was 
originally outlined.  Following Phase II, the University of Florida migrated the product 
to an Internet base and began repurposing images for that medium. 
 
Phase III utilizes Olive Software.  Olive Software, marketed in North America by 
OCLC, is recognized as the most advanced image display, text recognition, and 
search system for newspapers.  Its highly accurate text recognition processes 
obviate the need to index.  And, its search system is capable of differentiating types 
of content, e.g., titles, by-lines, and article content. 
 
The University of Florida is one of OCLC’s Digitization and Preservation Cooperative 
partners.  And, University staff sit on the Cooperative’s Historic Newspaper 
Preservation and Digitization Group.  The Group’s research agenda was drafted by 
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the University’s representative, Erich Kesse, who will serve as one of the co-
principle investigators for this Andrew W. Mellon Foundation funded project. 
 
PARTNERS 
 
The University of Florida continues to serve the lead institution for this project.  But, 
the project will now be open to partnership with other institutions and content 
providers.  OCLC’s Historic Newspaper Digitization Service joins the University to 
maintain the Olive server; and, it facilitates an OAI-compliant archive of master 
image and text files.  Files will be licensed to OCLC, which will broker them as part 
of a broader collection now under construction.  Long-term capital and operating 
costs are built into the continuing budgets of the University. 
 
Partners for content include the other public universities of the state of Florida.  
Partnership for content has been discussed with the University of the Virgin Islands, 
University of the West Indies, the publisher of the Trinidad Guardian, and others.  
Partners for content agree, not only to provide content and metadata enhancement, 
but to support over time scholarly research through the creation of education 
modules that explore particular topics and teach users how to conduct research 
using newspapers.  Among the potential partners for research, the Poynter Institute 
(St. Petersburg, Florida) is nationally recognized. 
 
None of the partners, as yet, have signed-on; all await this Phase of the University of 
Florida’s Caribbean Newspaper Imaging Project.  The University of the Virgin 
Islands is already a content partner for other digital collections and has unofficially 
stated intent to extend content with newspaper clippings and whole newspaper 
issues.  The publisher of the Trinidad Guardian has already granted permission for 
the use of clippings associated with the University of Florida’s Eric Eustace Williams 
digital collection and has expressed interest in joining a partnership for digitization of 
issues remaining in the public domain. 
 
ECONOMIC MODEL 
 
The economic model in place at the end of Phase III will borrow heavily from the 
JSTOR experience and OCLC’s NetLibrary.  The resulting Caribbean newspaper 
collection, will be marketed by OCLC.  The exact economic model is still being 
worked out. 
 
Revenues raised from subscription or pay-per-view services will be turned back into 
preservation and maintenance and continued development of the collection and its 
delivery technology.  Portions of these revenues will pay royalties to publishers and 
contributing institutions on a percentage-use basis.  And, contributing institutions 
may use their own resources free of charge or at prorated subscription fees. 
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COSTS 
 
Costs estimated to date, on the high-side: 
 

Equipment 
 Olive Server License ................................................. $ 45,000 
 Server ....................................................................... $ 13,000 
 Microfilm Scanner (high speed) ................................ $ 40,000 
 Computer workstation for scanner ............................... $6,500 
 Computer workstation for image processing ................ $4,500 

Total Equipment ........................................................... $ 109,000 
 

Travel & Materials Transfer 
 Partner travel for organizational meetings ............... $ xxx,xxx 
 Materials Transfer for digitization/filming .................. $ xxx,xxx 

Total Travel & Materials Transfer .................................. $ xxx,xxx 
 

Services 
 Copyright Negotiation ........................................................ $ 0 

This budget request funds only pre-1923 issues, all in the 
public domain both under U.S. and international copyright 
legislation. 
We’ll want to formulate a copyright policy – I recommend 
adoption of the PALMM policy – and formulate cost projection 
schemes for the following: 

a) Labor cost 
b) Programmer: tracking system 
c) Legal fees 
d) Copyright fees 

 Preservation Microfilming (titles not yet preserved) ........... $ 0 
This budget does not allow for any preservation microfilming.  
We might should plan to cost-share archiving the preservation 
master microfilms for the term of the award period. 
We’ll want to provide a statement as to why we continue to 
regard preservation microfilming for newspapers a necessity. 
And, we may want to formulate preservation microfilming 
costs for ingest of titles into the digital collection only.  
Formulae would be offered to partners bringing into CNIP new 
and as yet not preservation microfilmed titles/issues. 

a) Labor cost 
b) Programmer : tracking system 
c) Legal fees 
d) Copyright fees 
e) Deposit and archival storage fees 

 Microfilm conversion Services ................................. $ xxx,xxx 
See separately prepared cost sheet. 

 OCLC Olive Software Services ................................ $ xxx,xxx 
See separately prepared cost sheet. 

 Intelligent Geographic Tagging ............................................. $ 
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Having prepared the cost sheet, I believe that the project can no longer or not 
presently include this task.  We should encourage faculty to use the digital 
collection, to write grants for projects using the collection, etc. 
N.B. comes out of discussion with Su Chen Ching (CISE) 
Programming that would recognize Geographic names, involving 
look-up systems interfaced with GNIS, that tags names as a 
geographic places to facilitate place name search and 
differentiation. 
Not currently part of Olive.  Cost might be recovered by selling back 
to Olive. 

 Storage (Electronic Archive) .................................... $ xxx,xxx 
 Sales Software ......................................................... $ xxx,xxx 
 Staff time 

 Named individuals (salary @ 0.X FTE)............... $ xxx,xxx 
 Benefits and other overhead .............................. $ xxx,xxx 

Total Services ............................................................... $ xxx,xxx 
 
 
 


